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LOOK AT THE PICTURE AND ANSWER THE 

QUESTIONS BASED ON IT 



1. Do you know what picture it is ? ( The teacher 
shows the picture of train ) 

2. Who has ever got on it ? 

3. Where did you go by it ? 

4. Who lives near the railway or the railroad 
tracks ? 

5. How is the sound of it when it runs ? 

6. Do you feel disturbed when it crosses ? 

7. Can you mention the other sources of noise 
that you know ?, etc 

 

 



Task I. Read the dialogue in pairs , then find 

          the expressions of asking, giving and 

          declining opinions in it ! 

Grace : Hi, Jack! You look so serious. What  

   are you doing now ? 

Jack : You are right, Grace. I am finishing  

   my Biology task. Can you help me 

   please ? 

Grace : With my pleasure. What can I do for 

   you ? 

Jack : Well. I must interview some people 

   to know their opinions of noise 

  
 

  
 



 Grace : Oh,...I see. Please start ! 
 Jack  : Okey, What do you think of noise ? 
 Grace : According to me, noise is  one of pollution 

     that is made by loud sound such as the sound of  

     vehicles on the roads. And this sound can 
     cause negative effect for our health,  
     especially for our hearing. 

 Jack  : That’s a good opinion. What about the high 
     volume of tape recorder ? Is it also bad for our  
     hearing ? 

 grace : I never doubt  about it. I think it can 
     influence our hearing. 

 Jack  : What is your view of chainsaw for cutting 
     trees ?  

 



 Grace : In my view, chainsaw is very 

     dangerous for our hearing  

     because of its loud sound. What  

     about your opinion?  

 Jack  : It’s right. I think so. Okey, grace. 

     That’s all first. Thanks for your 

     help. 

 Grace : You’re welcome. 

  

 



Task II. Find and Write down  the expressions of 
    asking for and giving opinion from the 
    dialogue above ! 

ASKING FOR GIVING OPINION 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 



Butet  : Hi, Iwan ! What’s up ? You look so  
    upset. 
Iwan  : Well, I’m not only upset. I’m very 
    tired. 
Butet  : Why ? What has happened to you ? 
Iwan  : It took me almost one hour from my 
    house to your house. 
Butet  : Really ? But it is about 10 km away. 
Iwan  :Yes, but traffic jam’s everywhere. Not to  
    mention the dark smoke from the buses. 
    I think the drivers should take their 
    buses to the garage for repair. The  
     smoke makes the air dirty. 
 



 Butet’s father : We usually called it pollution. 

 Butet  : Hi, dad ! 

 Iwan  : Oh.... good afternoon, Mr. Togar. 

       It’s very dangerous for human  

        being, right ? 

 Butet’s father : Yes, it is. If you travel a lot in  

      polluted air you will have a 

      serious problem with your lungs. 

      The danger is bigger for children 

      than for adults.  

 Butet  : Why ? 

 



 

 Butet’s father : The reason is simple. If adults see Or 

      feel smoke, they  will cover their nose with their 

                     hands or something. Children won’t pay too much 

                     attention to this. They just keep on doing their  

                     activities. The different size of children’s lungs and  

                     adults’  is another reason. 

 Iwan  : What do you mean ? 

 Butet’s father : Imagine that you have two pieces of paper, a small 

     one and a  big one. Then, spread a gram of sand or 

     sugar on each surface of the paper. You will see that  

     the small paper seem to have more sand or sugar  

     than the big one. 

 



 Butet  : I see your point, dad. How many 
      kinds of pollution are there ? 
 Butet’s father : Generally, there are four kinds of 
      pollution ; air pollution, water 
      pollution, soil pollution and noise 
      pollution. 
 Iwan  : Noise pollution ? I’ve never heard  
      about it. What is that ? 
 Butet’s father : If you are on the street, you will 
      hear a lot of different noise from 
      vehicles. That is noise pollution. It an  
      also disturb your hearing. 
 Iwan  : Gee ! We really live in a polluted  
      environment. 

 
 


